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(54) Solenoid driving device and active vibration isolating support device equipped with the same

(57) A solenoid driving device with excellent electric
power efficiency which drives and controls an actuator
including a solenoid and an active vibration isolating sup-
port device with excellent electric power efficiency which
includes the solenoid driving device are disclosed. The
solenoid driving device includes a booster circuit 120
which boosts a battery voltage, and driving circuits 121A,
121B which an actuator with the electric power supplied
and boosted by the booster circuit 120. ACM_ECU200A
including a micro computer 200b calculates the magni-
tude of the vibration of the engine, an engine vibration
cycle and a phase lag to obtain the drive frequency fDV
of the actuator in the vibration state estimating unit 234
and the phase detecting unit 235. A booster circuit con-
trolling unit 237 of the micro computer 200b determines
the target voltage V*based on the drive frequency fDV.
The target voltage V* is input to the booster circuit 120,
and the booster circuit120 supplies the required electric
power to the driving circuits 121A, 121B at the target
voltage V*.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a solenoid driv-
ing device which drives and controls an actuator by using
a solenoid and an active vibration isolating support de-
vice which is equipped with the solenoid driving device
and elastically supports an engine in a vehicle body.
[0002] Japanese Unexamined Patent Application
Publication No. 2008 - 057559 discloses an active vibra-
tion isolating support device.
[0003] The active vibration isolating support device
disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Application
Publication No. 2008 - 057559 includes an ACM (Active
Control Mount) controlling ECU (corresponding to a com-
ponent referred to as "a control unit" in the present in-
vention) and an active control mount. The ACM control-
ling ECU is communicatively connected to an engine con-
trolling ECU (Electric Control Unit). The engine control-
ling ECU controls the operation of fuel injectors of the
engine based on a crank pulse signal and a TDC (Top
Dead Center) pulse signal. The engine controlling ECU
also switches to select an all cylinder operation state or
selective-cylinder operation states by controlling the op-
eration of the hydraulic actuators of the valve resting
mechanism of the engine. Since an engine vibration is
different among the all cylinder operation state and the
selective-cylinder operation states, the ACM controlling
ECU receives the crank pulse signal, the TDC pulse sig-
nal and a cylinder stop signal which indicates to stop a
cylinder from the engine controlling ECU. The ACM con-
trolling ECU determines an engine vibration cycle such
as a vibration mode of primary vibration, 1.5th order vi-
bration or secondary vibration, and calculates the ampli-
tude or the phase of the engine vibration to optimally
control the active control mount in accordance with the
engine vibration state.
[0004] Japanese Unexamined Patent Application
Publication No. 2007 - 269049 discloses an active vibra-
tion isolating support device which optimally controls an
active control mount in a motor-assisted hybrid vehicle
based on the operation state of the motor vibration con-
trol. The active vibration isolating support device dis-
closed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Pub-
lication No. 2007 - 269049 includes a control map chang-
er for changing a phase correction control map for gen-
erating a target current waveform for vibration control of
an engine mount depending on the presence/absence
of a motor vibration control signal which is supplied to a
generator motor. Accordingly, optimum active mount
control based on the state of vibration control by the gen-
erator motor can be performed.
[0005] There has been known a hybrid vehicle includ-
ing a motor generator for assisting an engine output and
an engine which can perform a selective cylinder oper-
ation. Since an acceleration function realized by the mo-
tor assist is added to the hybrid vehicle, the hybrid vehicle

can perform the selective-cylinder operation in a vehicle
speed range higher than a vehicle speed range in which
a selective-cylinder operation state can be performed by
a conventional vehicle (not a hybrid vehicle) which in-
cludes an engine capable of performing a selective cyl-
inder operation.
[0006] If a selective-cylinder operation is performed in
a vehicle speed range higher than the vehicle speed
range allowed in the conventional vehicle, the amplitude
of the engine vibration becomes greater. Therefore, in
order to enhance the vibration absorbing property of the
active control mount, the ACM controlling ECU is provid-
ed with a booster circuit for boosting the driving voltage
supplied to an actuator of the active control mount to, for
example, 24V from the battery voltage to realize a dis-
placement of an active control mount which cancels out
the increased amplitude of the engine vibration (see Jap-
anese Patent Application Publication No. 2005-249013).
[0007] An actuator of the active control mount accord-
ing to Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 2008
- 057559 is driven by a solenoid magnet (corresponding
to a coil assembly 43). In accordance with the variation
of the drive frequency for cancelling out the engine vi-
bration, a voltage required for supplying the same
strength of the driving current becomes higher as the
drive frequency is increased because the driving current
for driving the solenoid magnet needs to be supplied
against the counter-electromotive voltage of the solenoid
magnet.
[0008] Therefore, in a conventional active vibration
isolating support device with an active control mount, as
shown in Fig. 6A, the maximum voltage Vmax is set in
advance at which the maximum value IRq of the target
current waveform of a driving current required in a high
range of the drive frequency fDV [Hz] can be supplied to
the solenoid magnet. A booster circuit then boosts the
battery voltage VB to the maximum voltage Vmax and sup-
plies a driving circuit which performs the PWM (Pulse
Width Modulation) control with the electricity to be sup-
plied to the solenoid magnet.
[0009] In the above configuration, however, the boost-
er circuit disadvantageously boosts the battery voltage
to Vmax even in a range where the drive frequency fDV
[Hz] is low, for example, at the drive frequency f1 [Hz]
where V1 is satisfactory as the required voltage value
VRq for supplying the maximum value IRq of the target
current waveform of a required driving current (i.e. the
maximum target current value I1) as shown in Fig. 6B.
Thus, the electric power of W1’ which is greater than W1
is supplied as the required electric power W Rq for driving
the solenoid magnet. This causes a problem that the ex-
cessive electric power (W1’ - W1) is consumed by the
booster circuit or the driving circuit wastefully generating
heat, which deteriorates an electric power efficiency.
[0010] Since the ACM controlling ECU is provided with
the booster circuit, the electric power consumption be-
comes larger, and the amount of the heat generated by
the booster circuit or the driving circuit which supplies
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electricity to the actuator of the active control mount by
PWM control is increased. This causes a need for heat
radiation and cooling. Especially, when the ACM control-
ling ECU is arranged in a vehicle compartment of a ve-
hicle and the vehicle is left for a while without any pas-
sengers on the vehicle in the idling driving state of the
engine, heat radiated from the ACM controlling ECU may
not be fully removed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] The present invention has been made in view
of the above problem, and a first object thereof is to pro-
vide a solenoid driving device with excellent electric pow-
er efficiency which controls an actuator by using a sole-
noid, and to provide an active vibration isolating support
device with excellent electric power efficiency including
the solenoid driving device. A second object of the
present invention is to provide an active vibration isolat-
ing support device which solves the heat radiation prob-
lem of an ACM controlling ECU at the time of an idling
driving state of an engine, where the ACM controlling
ECU boosts the battery voltage and supplies electric
power to an actuator.
[0012] A first aspect of the invention provides a sole-
noid driving device including: a booster circuit which
boosts a source voltage when supplying electric power;
a driving circuit which drives and controls an actuator
including a solenoid by supplying the actuator with the
electric power which is boosted and supplied by the
booster circuit; a drive frequency determining unit which
determines a drive frequency at which the actuator is
driven based on drive request information for driving the
actuator; and a target voltage determining unit which de-
termines on the basis of the determined drive frequency
a target voltage value to which the source voltage is
boosted and at which the electric power is supplied to
the solenoid. In the solenoid driving device, the deter-
mined target voltage value is input to the booster circuit,
and the booster circuit supplies the driving circuit with
the electric power required to drive the solenoid at the
target voltage value.
[0013] The aforementioned solenoid driving device
may further include: a target boosted voltage storing unit
which stores in advance the target voltage value to which
the source voltage is boosted when supplying the electric
power to the solenoid and which is associated with the
drive frequency at which the actuator is driven, and the
target voltage determining unit which refers to the deter-
mined drive frequency to obtain the target voltage value
which is associated with the determined drive frequency
and is stored in the target boosted voltage storing unit.
[0014] A second aspect of the present invention pro-
vides an active vibration isolating support device which
uses the solenoid driving device according to Claim 1 to
support an engine in a vehicle body and includes a control
unit which estimates a vibration state of the engine based
on a signal output from a sensor which detects a rota-

tional fluctuation of the engine and drives to expand or
contract the actuator with the solenoid to suppress trans-
mission of vibration, the control unit including: an engine
vibration state estimating unit which estimates the vibra-
tion state of the engine; the drive frequency determining
unit; and the target voltage determining unit. In the active
vibration isolating support device, the drive frequency de-
termining unit determines the drive frequency at which
the actuator is driven based on the vibration state of the
engine which is the drive request information.
[0015] The aforementioned active vibration isolating
support device may use the aforementioned solenoid
driving device to support the engine in the vehicle body
and may include the control unit which estimates the vi-
bration state of the engine based on the signal output
from the sensor which detects the rotational fluctuation
of the engine and drives to expand or contract the actu-
ator with the solenoid to suppress the transmission of
vibration. The control unit includes: the drive frequency
determining unit which determines the drive frequency
at which the actuator is driven based on the estimated
vibration state of the engine which is the drive request
information; the target boosted voltage storing unit which
stores, as the target voltage value, a voltage required to
be supplied to the solenoid in association with the drive
frequencies at which the actuator is driven and stores
the reference maximum target current value which is as-
sumed to correspond to the target voltage value; the tar-
get voltage determining unit which refers to the deter-
mined drive frequency to obtain and determine the target
voltage value and the reference maximum target current
value stored in the target boosted voltage storing unit; a
target current waveform setting unit which sets a target
current waveform which required to drive the actuator
based on the estimated vibration state of the engine; a
target current waveform maximum value detection unit
which detects the maximum target current value of the
set target current waveform; a difference calculation unit
which calculates the difference between the detected
maximum target current value and the obtained refer-
ence maximum target current value; and a target voltage
correction unit which corrects the target voltage value
which has been determined by the target voltage deter-
mining unit in accordance with the calculated difference
if the detected maximum target current value is equal to
or greater than the reference maximum target current
value at least by a predetermined value. In the active
vibration isolating support device, the target voltage val-
ue which has been corrected by the target voltage cor-
rection unit is input to the booster circuit as necessary.
[0016] A third aspect of the present invention provides
an active vibration isolating support device which uses
the solenoid driving device to support an engine in a ve-
hicle body and includes a control unit which estimates a
vibration state of the engine based on a signal output
from a sensor which detects a rotational fluctuation of
the engine and drives to expand or contract the actuator
with the solenoid to suppress transmission of vibration.
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The control unit includes: the booster circuit which boosts
a battery voltage which is the source voltage; the driving
circuit which drives and controls the actuator by supplying
the actuator including the solenoid with the electric power
boosted and supplied by the booster circuit; the engine
vibration state estimating unit which estimates the vibra-
tion state of the engine; the drive frequency determining
unit which determines the drive frequency at which the
actuator is driven on the basis of the estimated vibration
state of the engine which is the drive request information;
a target current waveform setting unit which sets a target
current waveform at which the actuator is driven based
on the estimated vibration state of the engine; a target
current waveform maximum value detection unit which
detects the maximum target current value of the set target
current waveform; the target boosted voltage storing unit
which stores, as a function or a map of the target voltage
value, a voltage required to be supplied to the solenoid,
the function or the map using the drive frequency at which
the actuator is driven and the maximum target current
value of the target current waveform as parameters; the
target voltage determining unit which refers to the set
determined drive frequency and the detected maximum
target current value of the target current waveform to
determine the target voltage value based on the function
of the map of the target voltage value stored in the target
boosted voltage storing unit. The determined target volt-
age value is input to the booster circuit, and the booster
circuit supplies the driving circuit with the electric power
required to drive the solenoid.
[0017] A fourth embodiment of the present invention
provides an active vibration isolating support device
which uses the solenoid driving device to support an en-
gine in a vehicle body and includes a control unit which
estimates a vibration state of the engine based on a signal
output from a sensor which detects a rotational fluctua-
tion of the engine and drives to expand or contract the
actuator with the solenoid to suppress transmission of
vibration. The control unit includes a booster circuit con-
trol unit which outputs a boost stop signal to the booster
circuit. When the control unit determines that the esti-
mated vibration state of the engine is equal to or less
than a predetermined frequency, the control unit causes
the booster circuit control unit to output the boost stop
signal to stop the boosting circuit from boosting the bat-
tery voltage which is the power supply voltage and con-
trols the booster circuit to supply the battery voltage with-
out boosting the battery voltage.
[0018] The battery voltage mentioned here is a generic
name of a voltage before boosted by the booster circuit
including the output voltage of the battery and a voltage
generated by the alternator.
[0019] Other features and advantages of the present
invention will become more apparent from the following
detailed descriptions of the invention when taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020]

Fig. 1 is a vertical sectional view showing a config-
uration of an active control mount of an active vibra-
tion isolating support device according to a first em-
bodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is an enlarged view of the part A shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing a configuration of
the active vibration isolating support device accord-
ing to the first embodiment.
Fig. 4 is a graph for explaining a target voltage V*
which is set according to a drive frequency fDV.
Fig. 5 is a functional block diagram showing a con-
figuration of a booster circuit of an ACM_ECU.
Fig. 6A is a graph showing a curve of a required
voltage value VRq which is raised by the booster cir-
cuit from a battery voltage VB to a voltage value cor-
responding to a drive frequency; the maximum value
Vmax of the required voltage value VRq, a curve of a
required current value IRq which corresponds to the
drive frequency and is the maximum value of the
target current waveform estimated when the re-
quired voltage value VRq is set; a curve of a required
electric power W Rq which is the product of the re-
quired voltage value VRq and the required current
value IRq; and a curve of a conventional electric pow-
er required when the electric power corresponding
to the maximum value Vmax of the required voltage
value VRq is always supplied from the booster circuit
120A as in the conventional technique.
Fig. 6B is a graph showing the maximum target cur-
rent value 11 which is the maximum value IRq of the
target current waveform for a required drive current
at the drive frequency f1.
Fig. 7 is a graph for explaining a modification of the
first embodiment.
Fig. 8 is a functional block diagram showing a con-
figuration of an active vibration isolating support de-
vice according to a second embodiment of the
present invention.
Fig. 9 is a flow chart showing a control process per-
formed to determine the target voltage V* in the sec-
ond embodiment.
Fig. 10 is a functional block diagram which shows a
configuration of an active vibration isolating support
device according to a third embodiment.
Fig. 11 is a flow chart showing the control process
performed by the ACM_ECU to permit the booster
circuit to boost the battery voltage or to prohibit the
booster circuit from boosting the battery voltage.
Fig. 12 is a functional block diagram showing a con-
figuration of an active vibration isolating support de-
vice according to a fourth embodiment.
Fig. 13 is a functional block diagram showing a con-
figuration of an active vibration isolating support de-
vice according to a fifth embodiment.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERED EM-
BODIMENTS

<First embodiment>

[0021] A first embodiment of the present invention is
described in detail below with reference to the accompa-
nying drawings.

<Configuration of active vibration isolating support de-
vice>

[0022] Fig. 1 is a vertical sectional view showing a con-
figuration of an active control mount of an active vibration
isolating support device according to the first embodi-
ment of the present invention. Fig. 2 is an enlarged view
of the part A shown in Fig. 1.
[0023] An active vibration isolating support device 301
according to the first embodiment can be driven to extend
and contract in a vertical direction, and includes active
control mounts (active mounts) MF, MR which are used
to elastically support an engine of a vehicle in a vehicle
body frame and are disposed ahead of and behind the
engine.
[0024] Hereinafter, "active control mounts MF, MR " are
just referred to as an "active control mount M" when it is
not necessary to distinguish between the active control
mounts MF, MR.
[0025] Here, the engine is a so-called side-ways
mounted transversal V engine with six-cylinders in which
one end of a crankshaft (not shown) is connected to a
transmission, and the crankshaft is disposed in a direc-
tion transverse to a body of the vehicle. Therefore, the
engine is disposed such that the direction of the crank-
shaft is in a direction transverse to a body of the vehicle
V, and the vibration isolating support units MF and MR
are disposed ahead of and behind the engine 102 as a
pair to reduce a roll vibration caused by the engine.
[0026] The active control mounts MF, MR are mounted
on a location below the center of gravity of the engine to
reduce the roll vibration in a front-rear direction of the
engine and to elastically support the engine in the vehicle
body of the vehicle.
[0027] As shown in FIG. 1, the active vibration isolating
support apparatus 301 includes an ACM control ECU
200A which controls the active mounts M, M (in FIG. 1,
only one active mount M is representatively shown).
Hereinafter, the ACM control ECU 200A (control unit) is
referred to as an "ACM_ECU 200A".
[0028] As shown in Fig. 3, the ACM_ECU 200A is con-
nected to an engine control ECU (hereinafter, referred
to as an "engine ECU") 100 which controls revolution
speed Ne or output torque, etc. of the engine via a ded-
icated signal line, a crank pulse signal line 101, a TDC
pulse signal line 102, a CAN (Controller Area Network)
communication line 103 and a cylinder stop signal line
104.

<Configuration of ACM>

[0029] As shown in FIG. 1, an active control mount M
has a structure that is substantially symmetrical with re-
spect to an axis LA, and includes a substantially cylindri-
cal upper housing 11, a substantially cylindrical lower
housing 12 disposed below the housing 11, an upwardly
opening substantially cup-shaped actuator case 13
housed in the lower housing 12, a diaphragm 22 con-
nected on the upper housing 11, an annular first elastic
body support ring 14 housed in the upper housing 11, a
first elastic body 19 connected on the first elastic body
support ring 14, an annular second elastic body support
ring 15 housed in the actuator case 13, a second elastic
body 27 connected to an inner peripheral side of the sec-
ond elastic body support ring 15, and a driving unit (ac-
tuator) 41 housed in the actuator case 13 and disposed
below the second elastic body support ring 15 and the
second elastic body 27.
[0030] Between a flange unit 11 a at the lower end of
the upper housing 11 and a flange unit 12a at the upper
end of the lower housing 12, a flange unit 13a on the
outer periphery of the actuator case 13, an outer periph-
eral unit 14a of the first elastic body support ring 14, and
an upper and outer peripheral unit 15a of a second elastic
body support ring 15 are superimposed and joined by
crimping. In this process, an annular first floating rubber
16 is disposed between the flange unit 12a and the flange
unit 13a, and an annular second floating rubber 17 is
disposed between an upper side of the flange unit 13a
and lower side of the upper and outer peripheral unit 15a,
so that the actuator case 13 is floatingly supported such
that it can move up and down relative to the upper housing
11 and the lower housing 12.
[0031] The first elastic body support ring 14, and a first
elastic body support boss 18 disposed in a concave unit
provided on the upper side of a first elastic body 19 are
joined by vulcanization bonding at the lower and upper
ends of the first elastic body 19 made of a thick rubber.
Further, a diaphragm support boss 20 is fixed to an upper
face of the first elastic body support boss 18 by a bolt 21.
An outer peripheral unit of a diaphragm 22 whose inner
peripheral unit is joined by vulcanization bonding to the
diaphragm support boss 20, is joined by vulcanization
bonding to the upper housing 11.
[0032] An engine mounting unit 20a integrally formed
with an upper face of the diaphragm support boss 20 is
fixed to the engine. (Detailed method for fixing is not
shown.) Also, a vehicle body mounting unit 12b at the
lower end of the lower housing 12 is fixed to the vehicle
body frame (not shown).
[0033] A flange unit 23a at the lower end of a stopper
member 23 is joined to a flange unit 11b by bolts 24 and
nuts 25 at the upper end of the upper housing 11. The
engine mounting unit 20a provided on the diaphragm
support boss 20 faces a stopper rubber 26 attached to
an upper inner face of the stopper member 23 so that
the engine mounting unit 20a can touch the stopper rub-
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ber 26.
[0034] By such a structure, when a large load is input
from the engine to the active control mount M, the engine
mounting unit 20a touches the stopper rubber 26, thereby
reducing excessive displacement of the engine.
[0035] An outer peripheral unit of a second elastic body
27 made of a membranous rubber is joined to the inner
peripheral face of the second elastic body support ring
15 by vulcanization bonding. At a center portion of the
second elastic body 27, a movable member 28 is joined
by vulcanization bonding so that the upper unit thereof
is embedded in.
[0036] A disc-shaped partition member 29 is fixed be-
tween an upper face of the second elastic body support
ring 15 and the lower unit of the first elastic body support
ring 14. A first liquid chamber 30 defined by the first elastic
body support ring 14, the first elastic body 19 and the
partition member 29, and a second liquid chamber 31
defined by the partition member 29 and the second elastic
body 27, communicate with each other via a through hole
29a formed in the center of the partition member 29.
[0037] The outer peripheral unit 27a of the second
elastic body 27 is held between a lower and outer pe-
ripheral unit 15b of the second elastic body support ring
15 (see FIG. 2) and a yoke 44 described below to function
as a seal.
[0038] Also, an annular through passage 32 is formed
between the first elastic body support ring 14 and the
upper housing 11. The through passage 32 communi-
cates with the first liquid chamber 30 via a through hole
33, and communicates via a through gap 34 with a third
liquid chamber 35 defined by the first elastic body 19 and
the diaphragm 22.
[0039] The coil assembly 43 includes a cylindrical coil
46 disposed between the stationary core 42 and the yoke
44, and a coil cover 47 covering the outer periphery of
the coil 46. The coil cover 47 is integrally formed with a
connector 48 running through openings 13b and 12c
formed in the actuator case 13 and the lower housing 12
and extending outward, and an electric supply line is con-
nected to the connector 48 to supply electric power to
the coil 46. The coil 46 is also referred to as a "solenoid".
[0040] The yoke 44 has an annular flange on the upper
side of the coil cover 47, and has a cylindrical unit 44a
extending downward from the inner peripheral unit of the
flange. The yoke 44 has, as it were, a configuration of
cylinder having flange. A seal 49 is disposed between an
upper face of the coil cover 47 and a lower face of the
annular flange of the yoke 44. A seal 50 is disposed be-
tween a lower face of the coil cover 47 and an upper face
of the stationary core 42. These seals 49 and 50 can
prevent water or dust from entering an internal space of
the driving unit 41 via the openings 13b and 12c formed
in the actuator case 13 and the lower housing 12.
[0041] A thin cylindrical bearing member 51 is fitted,
in a vertically slidable manner, into an inner peripheral
face of a cylindrical unit 44a of the yoke 44. An upper
flange 51a and a lower flange 51b are formed at the upper

end and the lower end respectively of the bearing mem-
ber 51, the upper flange 51a being bent radially inward,
the lower flange 51b being bent radially outward.
[0042] A set spring 52 is disposed in a compressed
state between the lower flange 51b and the lower end of
the cylindrical unit 44a of the yoke 44. The bearing mem-
ber 51 is supported by the yoke 44 by the lower flange
51b being pressed against the upper face of the station-
ary core 42 via an elastic body 53 disposed between the
lower face of the lower flange 51b and the stationary core
42 by means of an elastic force of the set spring 52.
[0043] A substantially cylindrical movable core 54 is
fitted, in a vertically slidable manner, into an inner pe-
ripheral face of the bearing member 51. Further, the sta-
tionary core 42 and the movable core 54 have hollow
center portions on the axis L respectively, and a substan-
tially cylindrical rod 55, which connects to the center of
the movable member 28 (on the axis L) and extends
downwardly, is inserted there. A nut 56 is tightened
around the lower end of the rod 55. The nut 56 has a
hollow part at its center, the upper end of the hollow part
opens upward, and receives the lower end of the rod 55
in the hollow part. An upper end 56a of the nut 56 has a
slightly larger outer diameter than that of its lower portion.
An upper face of the upper end 56a touches the lower
face of the spring washer 54a.
[0044] Also, a set spring 58 is disposed in a com-
pressed state between the spring washer 54a of the mov-
able core 54 and a lower face of the movable member
28. The lower face of the spring washer 54a of the mov-
able core 54 is fixed by being pressed against the upper
end 56a of the nut 56 by means of an elastic force of the
set spring 58. In this state, the conical inner peripheral
unit of the cylindrical unit of the movable core 54 and the
conical outer peripheral unit of the stationary core 42 face
each other across a conical air gap g.
[0045] Relative to the rod 55, the nut 56 is tightened
in an opening 42a formed in the center of the stationary
core 42 with position adjustment in vertical direction. This
opening 42a is blocked by a rubber cup 60.

<Operation of Active Control Mount>

[0046] A coil 46 of the driving unit 41 is excited by power
supply control from the ACM_ECU 200A so as to move
a movable core 54 by sucking force to move a movable
member 28 downward. Associated with movement of this
movable member 28, a second elastic body 27 which
defines a second liquid chamber 31 is downwardly de-
formed so as to increase the capacity of the second liquid
chamber 31. Conversely, when the coil 46 is demagnet-
ized, the second elastic body 27 is upwardly deformed
by elastic deformation of itself, the movable member 28
and the movable core 54 move upwardly, and the capac-
ity of the second liquid chamber 31 decreases.
[0047] A low frequency engine shake vibration (e.g.,
7-20 Hz) is caused by a resonance between the vehicle
body and the engine system in a coupled system includ-
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ing the engine, the vehicle body, and a suspension. When
the low frequency engine shake vibration occurs while
the vehicle is traveling, the first elastic body 19 is de-
formed by a load input from the engine via the diaphragm
support boss 20 and the first elastic body support boss
18, thus changing the capacity of the first liquid chamber
30, so that a liquid moves to and fro between the first
liquid chamber 30 and the third liquid chamber 35 via the
through passage 32. In this state, when the capacity of
the first liquid chamber 30 increases/decreases, the ca-
pacity of the third liquid chamber 35 decreases/increases
correspondingly, and this change in the capacity of the
third liquid chamber 35 is absorbed by elastic deforma-
tion of the diaphragm 22. The shape and the dimensions
of the through passage 32 and the spring constant of the
first elastic body 19 are set such that a low spring constant
and high attenuation force are exhibited in the frequency
region of the engine shake vibration. Therefore, it is pos-
sible to effectively reduce the vibration transmitted from
the engine 102 to the vehicle body frame.
[0048] Further, in the frequency region of the engine
shake vibration, when the engine 102 is in a steady ro-
tating state, the driving unit 41 is maintained in a non-
operating state.
[0049] When vibration occurs which has a higher fre-
quency than that of the above-mentioned engine shake
vibration, that is, vibration during idling or vibration during
selective-cylinder operation due to rotation of crankshaft
(not shown) of the engine, the liquid within the through
passage 32 providing communication between the first
liquid chamber 30 and the third liquid chamber 35 be-
comes stationary and a vibration isolating function cannot
be exhibited. Therefore, the driving units 41 of the active
control mounts MF, MR are driven to exhibit a vibration
isolating function.
[0050] For reference’s sake, the idle vibration is
caused by low-frequency vibrations of a floor, seats, and
a steering wheel during idling. For example, BURUBURU
vibration is caused in a four-cylinder engine in a range
of 20-35 Hz, and in a six-cylinder engine in a range of
30-50 Hz, and YUSAYUSA vibration is caused in a range
of 5-10 Hz by uneven combustion, and the main factor
of the YUSAYUSA vibration is roll vibration in the engine.
[0051] In order to drive driving units 41, 41, in an active
vibration isolating support device 301 including the active
control mounts MF , MR shown in Fig. 1, an ACM_
ECU200A calculates a target current waveform based
on a crank pulse signal from a crank pulse sensor Sa
(shown as a "CRK sensor Sa" in Fig. 1 and referred to
as a "CRK sensor Sa" hereinafter), a TDC pulse signal
from a TDC sensor (sensor) Sb and a cylinder stop signal,
which is described later, and outputs an ACM driving tar-
get current value for PWM control, which is obtained by
sampling the target current waveform, to driving control
units 238A , 238B, which are described later (refer to Fig.
3). The driving control units 238A, 238B then perform
feedback control of the energization of the coils 46, 46.
[0052] The CRK sensor Sa and a TDC sensor Sb are

also referred to as a "sensor which detects an engine
rotation fluctuation".
[0053] In the driving unit 41 of the active control mount
M, when current does not flow through the coil 46 shown
in Fig. 2, a movable member 28 is upwardly moved by
elastic restorative force of a second elastic body 27. Also,
a nut member 56 pushes a movable core 54 up to form
a gap g between the movable core 54 and the stationary
core 42.
[0054] On the other hand, when current is supplied
from the ACM_ECU 200A to the coil 46, magnetic flux
lines generated by the coil 46 pass through the yoke 44,
the movable core 54, and the gap g in an up and down
direction to form a closed circuit fed back to the stationary
core 42 and the coil 46, thereby moving the movable core
54 downward by sucking force. At this time, the movable
core 54 moves the movable member 28 downward via
the nut member 56 fixed to the rod 55 connected to the
lower side of the movable member 28 so as to deform
the second elastic body 27 downward. As a result, since
the capacity of the second liquid chamber 31 (see FIG.
1) increases, a liquid in the first liquid chamber 30 com-
pressed by load from the engine (see FIG. 1) flows into
the second liquid chamber 31 through the through hole
29a of the partition member 29 to reduce load transmitted
from the engine to the vehicle.
[0055] Conversely, when current is stopped from being
supplied to the coil 46, the movable core 54 is released
from the downward sucking force, the second elastic
body 27 is deformed upwardly by elastic deformation of
itself, and the movable core 54 is pulled up via the nut
56 fixed to the rod 55 and is moved upward. As a result,
a gap g is formed. At this time, the second elastic body
27 is moved upwardly and the capacity of the second
liquid chamber 31 decreases, whereby a liquid in the sec-
ond liquid chamber 31 flows into the first liquid chamber
30 decompressed by towed load from the engine through
the through hole 29a of the partition member 29 to reduce
load transmitted from the engine to the vehicle.
[0056] As described above, the ACM_ECU 200A can
control vertical motion of the movable member 28 by con-
trolling the current supplied to the coil 46 so as not to
transmit the roll vibration of the engine 102 to the vehicle
body frame.
[0057] The configuration of the engine ECU 100 and
the ACM_ECU200A are described in detail below.

<Configuration of Engine ECU>

[0058] The configuration of the engine ECU is de-
scribed with reference to Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Fig. 3 is a block
diagram showing a configuration of the active vibration
isolating support device according to the first embodi-
ment.
[0059] A configuration of an active vibration isolating
support device according to the first embodiment and
that of an active vibration isolating support device ac-
cording to a second embodiment described later are the
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same except that the active vibration isolating support
device according to the second embodiment includes an
ACM_ECU 200B instead of the ACM_ECU200A.
[0060] An engine ECU 100 includes an ECU power
circuit 100a, a micro computer 100b, a ROM (not shown),
interface circuits for receiving signals from various sen-
sors, a driving circuit (not shown) for driving cylinder stop-
ping solenoids 111A, 111B and 111C, a relay switch 100c
for allowing electricity to flow through the ACM power
switch 112, and various interface circuits such as a CAN
communication unit 100d.
[0061] The engine ECU 100 are communicated with
the ACM_ECU200A via a crank pulse signal line 101, a
TDC pulse signal line 102 and cylinder stop signal lines
104 which are dedicated signal lines for communication
between the engine ECU 100 and the ACM_ECU200A.
Further, the engine ECU 100 is connected to the ACM_
ECU200A and other ECUs, such as an electrical power
steering ECU which controls a steering torque by the
assist torque of a motor through bus CAN communication
lines 103.
[0062] The micro computer 100b is a functional unit
which is realized by reading and executing a program
stored in the ROM. The micro computer 100b includes
an engine rotation speed calculation unit 210, a required
output torque calculation unit 211, cylinder number
switching determination unit 212, a fuel injection control
unit 213 and an engine control parameter transmitting/
receiving unit 214.
[0063] The engine rotation speed calculation unit 210
calculates an engine rotation speed Ne based on signals
from the CRK sensor Sa and the TDC sensor Sb and
outputs the calculated engine rotation speed Ne to the
required output torque calculation unit 211.
[0064] The required output torque calculation unit 211
estimates a speed reducing stage of a driving reducer
and a current engine output torque, calculates a required
torque and an air intake quantity for generating the re-
quired torque, and controls a throttle valve actuator AC1
mainly based on a signal from an accelerator pedal po-
sition sensor S8 which detects the pressing amount of
an accelerator pedal, a signal from the vehicle speed
sensor S1 which detects a vehicle speed and the engine
rotation speed Ne calculated by the engine rotation
speed calculation unit 210.
[0065] When the required output torque calculation
unit 211 calculates the air intake amount for generating
the required torque, the required output torque calcula-
tion unit 211 uses, for example, an engine coolant tem-
perature detected by a water temperature sensor S3, a
throttle opening detected by a throttle position sensor S4,
an intake air temperature detected by an intake air tem-
perature sensor S5, an inspiratory flow rate detected by
the air flow sensor S6 and an inspiratory pressure de-
tected by the pressure sensor S7, etc.
[0066] The cylinder number switching determination
unit 212 determines whether or not the vehicle is in a
cruising condition in which the output torque is small

based, for example, on the engine rotation speed Ne, the
vehicle speed, the estimated current torque and the re-
quired torque calculated by the required output torque
calculation unit 211. When the cylinder number switching
determination unit 212 determines that the vehicle is in
a cruising condition in which the output torque is small,
the cylinder number switching determination unit 212
changes the number of working cylinders based on a
predetermined working cylinder number determination
map (not shown) in which an engine rotation speed and
a required torque, etc. are used as a parameter. More
specifically, the cylinder number switching determination
unit 212 controls to switch to a four cylinder operation
mode or a three cylinder operation mode by applying a
current to one or two of the cylinder stopping solenoids
111A, 111B, 111C to actuate a hydraulic actuator (not
shown) of the valve resting mechanism.
[0067] When electricity is applied to the cylinder stop-
ping solenoid 111A, the operation of the cylinders #1, #2,
#3 are stopped. When electricity is applied to the cylinder
stopping solenoid 111B, the operation of the cylinder #3
is stopped. When electricity is applied to the cylinder stop-
ping solenoid 111C, the operation of the cylinder #4 is
stopped. Therefore, electricity is applied only to the cyl-
inder stopping solenoids 111B, 111C in the four cylinder
operation mode, and electricity is applied only to the cyl-
inder stopping solenoid 111A in the three cylinder oper-
ation mode.
[0068] When the cylinder number switching determi-
nation unit 212 switches to a selective cylinder operation
mode, the cylinder number switching determination unit
212 outputs a cylinder stop signal which indicates a cyl-
inder to be stopped from operating to an engine rotation
mode determination unit 233 of the ACM_ECU200A via
the cylinder stop signal line 104.
[0069] The fuel injection control unit 213 sets a fuel
injection amount, or more specifically, a fuel injection time
in accordance with the required torque calculated by the
required output torque calculation unit 211 and the en-
gine rotation speed Ne. The fuel injection control unit 213
also controls the fuel injection of injectors FI of the oper-
ating cylinders based on an injection start timing map
(not shown) which is set in advance according to the tim-
ing of pulse signals from the CRK sensor Sa and the TDC
sensor Sb and the engine rotation speed.
[0070] The fuel injection control unit 213 adjusts the
fuel injection amount based on a signal indicating a con-
centration of oxygen in an exhaust air from the O2 sensor
S2 so that a combustion state is complied with the emis-
sion control.
[0071] The engine control parameter transmitting/re-
ceiving unit 214 outputs the engine rotation speed Ne
calculated by the engine rotation speed calculation unit
210, a vehicle speed and an accelerator position sensor
signal SAC to the ACM_ECU200A from the micro com-
puter 100b by the CAN communication.
[0072] The engine control parameter transmitting/re-
ceiving unit 214 outputs parameters such as the engine
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rotation speed Ne, the vehicle speed, the estimated en-
gine output torque to the electrical power steering ECU
(not shown) through the CAN communication.
[0073] Furthermore, the engine control parameter
transmitting/receiving unit 214 also detects an unders-
teer at the time of acceleration and receives a signal for
suppressing the output torque of the engine from the VSA
(Vehicle Stability Assist) ECU (not shown).
[0074] The micro computer 100b includes as one of its
functional units an ACM power relay signal output unit
215 which actuates the relay switch 100c to apply elec-
tricity to the solenoid of the ACM power switch 112 when
the micro computer 100b starts to operate after the igni-
tion switch 113 (hereinafter referred to as "IG-SW113")
is turned ON and the power from the battery B is supplied
to the ECU power circuit 100a.
[0075] When the IG-SW113 is turned on as shown in
Fig. 3, electricity is applied to the engine ECU 100 and
the ACM_ECU200A, and the ACM power relay signal
output unit 215 turns on the relay switch 100c, applying
electricity to the ACM power switch 112. As a result, a
DC power supply is applied to the driving circuits 121A,
121B from the battery B via a booster circuit 120A, which
is described later.

<Configuration of ACM_ECU>

[0076] Next, a configuration of the ACM_ECU is de-
scribed with reference to Figs. 3 to 5. The ACM_
ECU200A includes an ECU power supply circuit 200a
(referred to as "ECU power supply 200a" in Fig. 3), a
micro computer 200b, a ROM (not shown), interface cir-
cuits for receiving signals from the engine ECU 100, var-
ious interface circuits such as a CAN communication unit
200c, a booster circuit 120A, driving circuits 121A , 121B
and current sensors 123A , 123B. The ACM_ECU200A
is arranged in a vehicle compartment, and heat emitted
from the booster circuit 120A and the driving circuits
121A , 121B is treated by an air conditioner which con-
trols a vehicle temperature.
[0077] Function of each functional block of the ACM_
ECU200A is realized by the micro computer 200b exe-
cuting programs stored in the ROM (not shown). More
specifically, the ACM_ECU200A includes a CAN com-
munication controlling unit 231, a crank pulse interval
calculation unit 232, an engine rotation mode determina-
tion unit 233, a vibration state estimating unit (which may
be also referred to as "a drive frequency determining unit"
or "an engine vibration state estimating unit") 234, a
phase detecting unit 235, a driving current calculation
unit (which may also be referred to as "a target current
waveform setting unit") 236A, a booster circuit controlling
unit (which may also be referred to as "a target voltage
determining unit") 237A and driving control units 238A,
238B.
[0078] The ECU power supply 200a, the micro com-
puter 200b, the booster circuit 120A, the driving circuits
121A, 121B constitute a "solenoid driving device".

[0079] The CAN communication unit 200c reads signal
data transmitted to the ACM_ECU200A, such as a signal
indicating the engine rotation speed Ne, an accelerator
position signal SAC indicating an accelerator pedal steep-
ing-in amount, and output them to the CAN communica-
tion controlling unit 231. The CAN communication con-
trolling unit 231 then outputs the signal indicating the en-
gine rotation speed Ne or the accelerator position signal
SAC to the engine rotation mode determination unit 233.
[0080] The crank pulse interval calculation unit 232 cal-
culates a crank pulse interval by an internal clock signal
of the micro computer 200b, a crank pulse signal and a
TDC pulse signal from the engine ECU 100.
[0081] A signal indicating the engine rotation speed
Ne, a stopped cylinder signal indicating a stopped cylin-
der and the accelerator position signal SAC are input to
the engine rotation mode determination unit 233 from the
engine ECU 100, and the crank pulse interval calculated
by the crank pulse interval calculation unit 232 is also
input to the engine rotation mode determination unit 233.
[0082] On the basis of these signals the engine rotation
mode determination unit 233 1) determines that the en-
gine rotation mode is an engine starting state when de-
tecting the start of the engine; 2) monitors the increase
of the engine rotation speed Ne and determines that the
engine rotation mode is an idling driving state when the
engine rotation speed Ne reaches a predetermined en-
gine rotation speed; 3) determines whether the engine
driving condition is an all cylinder operation state, a two
cylinder-stopped operation state or a three cylinder-
stopped operation state based on the stopped-cylinder
signal; or 4)determines that the engine rotation mode is
an idling driving state based on the accelerator position
sensor signal.
[0083] When the engine rotational mode determining
unit 233 determines the rotational mode as the idling
state, the all-cylinder operation state, or the selective-
cylinder operation state, the vibration state estimating
unit 234 detects the rotational fluctuation of the crank-
shaft from the crank pulse interval based on the above
determination. The vibration state estimating unit 234 cal-
culates the magnitude of engine vibration and the cycle
of engine vibration (i.e. a drive frequency fDV which drives
to extend or contract the driving unit 41) from the Peak
to Peak value (interval between a peak to the next peak)
of the rotational fluctuation, and outputs the drive fre-
quency fDV, the magnitude of the vibration of the engine
and a peak timing in the rotational fluctuation of the crank
shaft, etc. to the phase detecting unit 235 and the driving
current calculation unit 236A. The vibration state estimat-
ing unit 234 also inputs the drive frequency fDV to the
booster circuit controlling unit 237A.
[0084] At this time, the vibration state estimating unit
234 calculates and outputs the magnitude of the vibration
of the engine and the drive frequency fDV based on a flag
signal indicating the engine rotation mode which is input
from the engine rotation mode determination unit 233.
For example, since an engine used in this specification
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is a V-six engine, the engine vibration is assumed to be
third order vibration in the all cylinder operation state and
is assumed to be 1.5th order vibration in the three cylinder
stop operation state. Since the method for estimating this
vibrational state is disclosed, for example, in "111 Devel-
opment of active engine mount", JSAE Annual Congress
(Autumn), Sep. 18, 2003, a detailed description thereof
will be omitted.
[0085] In the case of the idling state, the all-cylinder
operation state, or the selective-cylinder operation state,
the phase detecting unit 235 compares the timing of peak
of the rotational fluctuation of the crankshaft with the tim-
ing of TDC and calculates the phase based on the peak-
to-peak value of the rotational fluctuation of the crank-
shaft and the timing of peak of the rotational fluctuation
transmitted from the vibration state estimating unit 234,
the crank pulse signal and a TDC pulse signal of each
of the cylinder from the engine ECU 100, and sends a
phase lag which allows the active control mounts MF, MR
to cancel out the engine vibration waveform in every vi-
bration cycle to the actuator driving controlling unit 236A.
[0086] The magnitude of the vibration of the engine,
the cylcle of engine vibration, the phase lag are also re-
ferred to as "drive request information".
[0087] The actuator driving controlling unit 236A re-
ceives the phase lag, and generates the target current
waveform which allows each of the active control mounts
MF, MR to suppress the vibration by cancelling out the
engine vibration in every vibration cycle based on the
engine vibration state (e.g. engine vibration state of 1.5th

order or third order vibration). The driving current calcu-
lation unit 236A samples the target current waveform until
the driving current is actually output and obtains an ACM
drive target current value for a PWM control, and outputs
the ACM drive target current value to the driving control
units 238A, 238B.

<Booster circuit controlling unit>

[0088] Next, a booster circuit controlling unit 237A is
described which is a characteristic part of the first em-
bodiment with reference to Figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 4 is a graph
for explaining a target voltage V* which is set according
to the drive frequency fDV.
[0089] The booster circuit controlling unit 237A in-
cludes a target voltage storing unit (a target boosted volt-
age storing unit) 237a which stores the target voltage V*
set according to the drive frequency fDV in advance.
[0090] The booster circuit controlling unit 237A refers
to the drive frequency fDV input from the vibration state
estimating unit 234, and determines the target voltage
V* based on the data of the target voltage V* (a curve
indicated by V* in Fig. 4) stored in the target voltage stor-
ing unit 237a and inputs the determined target voltage
V* to a voltage controlling unit 250a (see Fig. 5) of a micro
computer 250 (described later) of the booster circuit
120A.
[0091] For example, data of the target voltages V*

stored in the target voltage storing unit 237a is stored as
a look-up-table which uses the discrete drive frequency
fDV as a parameter. The booster circuit controlling unit
237A refers to the drive frequency fDV and searches the
look-up-table to calculate the target voltage V* by inter-
polation.
[0092] Alternatively, the data of the target voltage V*
of the target voltage storing unit 237a may be stored as
a functional form which uses the drive frequency fDV as
a parameter. The booster circuit controlling unit 237A
may calculate the target voltage V * based on the drive
frequency fDV.
[0093] Calculation of the target voltage V* from the da-
ta of the target voltages V* stored in the target voltage
storing unit 237a may also be referred to as "obtaining a
target voltage value stored in the target boosted voltage
storing unit and determining a target voltage value".
[0094] In Fig. 4, the horizontal axis indicates the drive
frequency fDV [Hz], and the vertical axis indicates a cur-
rent I, a voltage V, an electric power W which are supplied
from the booster circuit 120A. In Fig. 4, VB indicates a
battery voltage. VRq indicates a required voltage value
required for the active control mounts MF, MR at the drive
frequency fDV based on an engine vibration characteristic
which has been experimentally obtained in advance. VRq
is the same as the target voltage V* which is set according
to the drive frequency fDV and is stored in the target volt-
age storing unit 237a. Similarly, a required current value
IRq is the maximum value of the target current waveform
required for the active control mounts MF, MR at the drive
frequency fDV based on the engine vibration character-
istic which has been experimentally obtained in advance.
[0095] The target voltage V* is set in advance such
that the required current value IRq can be supplied to the
booster circuit 120A against a counter electromotive volt-
age which is generated in the coils (solenoid) 46 of the
active control mounts MF, MR and increases as the fre-
quency fDV increases.
[0096] In Fig. 4, the maximum value of the required
voltage value VRq which depends on the drive frequency
fDV is shown as Vmax, required electric power which is
the product of the required voltage value VRq and the
required current value IRq is shown as W Rq, and the ac-
tual electricity supplied by the booster circuit 120A is
shown as W o. In this embodiment, W o is equal to W Rq.
[0097] The actual electricity supplied by the booster
circuit 120A when the target voltage V* is constantly set
to be Vmax as conventional is shown as "conventional
electricity".

<Booster circuit>

[0098] A configuration of the booster circuit 120A is
described in detail with reference to Figs. 1, 3 to 5. Fig.
5 is a functional block diagram showing the configuration
of the booster circuit 120A of the ACM_ECU 200A.
[0099] The DC power supply supplied from the battery
B (see Fig. 3) or the alternator is connected to the booster
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circuit 120A when the ACM power switch 112 is fed with
electricity. The booster circuit 120A is comprised, for ex-
ample, of a step-up chopper circuit and includes a micro
computer 250, a reactor L, a switching element 253, a
diode D, a condenser C, a voltage sensor which detects
the voltage applied to the condenser C by detecting the
voltage value V0 at the middle of the resistances R1 and
R2 which are provided between the output side (+ side)
and the earth ground, a current sensor which detects a
current value I, and A/D converters 255, 256.
[0100] In Fig. 5, a n-channel type MOSFET is used as
the switching element 253, and the output of the gate
driving circuit 251 which is controlled by a micro computer
250 to control the gate voltage of MOSFET is connected
to a gate terminal of the switching element 253.
[0101] The signal of the voltage sensor is converted
into a digital value by the A/D converter 256 and is input
to a current control unit 250a of the micro computer 250.
The signal of the current sensor which detects a current
value I is converted into a digital value by the A/D con-
verter 255 and is input to the current control unit 250b of
the micro computer 250 which is described later.
[0102] The micro computer 250 includes a ROM, a
RAM and an input/output interface which are not shown.
The micro computer 250 includes a voltage controlling
unit 250a, a current control unit 250b and a PWM con-
trolling unit 250c which generates a duty signal to be
output to the gate driving circuit 251. These units are
functional blocks which are executed by programs and
data stored in the ROM in advance.
[0103] The voltage controlling unit 250a sets a duty
ratio in accordance with the deviation of the target voltage
V* input from the booster circuit controlling unit 237A and
the voltage value V0 from the voltage sensor, and outputs
it to the current control unit 250b. The current control unit
250b corrects the duty ratio set by the voltage controlling
unit 250a according to the current value I from the current
sensor, and outputs it to the PWM controlling unit 250c.
The PWM controlling unit 250c generates a duty signal
based on the duty ratio input from the current control unit
250b, and outputs it to the gate driving circuit 251.
[0104] As a result, the booster circuit 120A supplies
the electric power W o at the target voltage V* input from
the booster circuit controlling unit 237A (see Fig. 4) to
the driving circuits 121A, 121B.
[0105] The driving circuits 121A , 121B are respective-
ly comprised of switching elements, and On and Off of
the PWM control of the driving circuits 121A, 121B are
respectively controlled by the driving control units 238A ,
2388 to control the current values which are respectively
supplied to the driving units 41 , 41 (see Fig. 1) of the
active control mounts MF, MR. The current values sup-
plied from the driving circuits 121A, 121B are detected
by the current sensors 123A, 123B, and the detected
current values are input to the driving control units 238A,
238B, respectively.
[0106] The driving control units 238A, 238B detect the
deviation of the ACM drive target current values and the

detected current values, respectively, and correct PWM
duty commands for new ACM drive target current values
for the next cycle of the PWM control based on the de-
tected deviation, and outputs the PWM duty commands
to the driving circuits 121A, 121B, respectively.
[0107] As described above, the driving control units 23
8A, 238B supply electricity to the driving units 41, 41 of
the active control mounts MF, MR by feedbacking the
PWM duty commands for the ACM drive target current
values.
[0108] Next, effects of the first embodiment are de-
scribed with reference to Figs. 4 and 6. Figs. 6A and 6B
are graphs for explaining effects of the first embodiment
of the present invention. Fig. 6A is a graph showing a
curve of a required voltage value VRq corresponding to
the drive frequency to which a battery voltage VB is boost-
ed by the booster circuit; the maximum value Vmax of the
required voltage value VRq, a curve of a required current
value IRq which corresponds to the drive frequency and
is the maximum value of the target current waveform as-
sumed when the required voltage value VRq is set; a
curve of required electric power W Rq which is the product
of the required voltage value VRq and the required current
value IRq; and a curve of conventional electric power re-
quired when the electric power corresponding to the max-
imum value Vmax of the required voltage value VRq is
always supplied from the booster circuit 120A as in the
conventional technique. Fig. 6B is a graph showing the
maximum target current value I1 which is the maximum
value IRq of the target current waveform for a required
drive current at the drive frequency f1.
[0109] In Fig. 6A, the horizontal axis indicates the drive
frequency fDV [Hz] and the vertical axis indicates the cur-
rent I, the voltage V and the electric power W supplied
from the booster circuit 120A. In Figs. 6A and 6B, the
descriptions of curves and lines which are assigned the
similar reference symbols as in Fig. 4 are omitted.
[0110] The target voltage V* is set in advance such
that the required current value IRq can be supplied to the
booster circuit 120A against a counter electromotive volt-
age which is generated in the coils (solenoid) 46 of the
active control mounts MF, MR and increases as the fre-
quency fDV increases.
[0111] In accordance with the first embodiment, the
booster circuit controlling unit 237A of the ACM_
ECU200A performs a follow-up control in such a manner
that the booster circuit 120A outputs at the target voltage
V* (see Fig. 4) the electric power W o(see Fig. 4) corre-
sponding to the required voltage value VRq and the re-
quired current value IRq in accordance with the drive fre-
quency fDV (i.e. vibration frequency of an engine vibration
characteristic). Thus, the responsiveness of the actuator
including the solenoid can be enhanced.
[0112] In a range where the drive frequency fDV [Hz]
is small, for example, at the drive frequency f1 [Hz], V1
is sufficient as the required voltage value VRq to supply
the maximum value IRq (i.e. the maximum target current
value I1) of the target current waveform for the required
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drive current as shown in Fig. 6B. Therefore, it is sufficient
for the booster circuit 120A to increase the battery voltage
only to V1 to supply the electric power W1 of the required
electric power W Rq which is necessary to drive the so-
lenoid magnet.
[0113] As shown by the difference (W1’- W1) (i.e. "a
redundant electric power area" indicated by the dashed
line in Fig. 6A) between the supplied electric power W1
in the present embodiment and the supplied electric pow-
er W1’ in the conventional technique in which the booster
circuit 120A is controlled to constantly supply the target
voltage value of the maximum value Vmax for the required
voltage value VRq, the present invention makes it possi-
ble to eliminate the electric power which is wastefully
consumed by the booster circuit 120A and the driving
circuits 121A, 121B vainly generating heat in an area
where the drive frequency fDV is small.
[0114] The heat dissipation from the ACM_ECU200A,
especially from the booster circuit 120A and the driving
circuits 121A and 121B is reduced.
[0115] As the engine vibration frequency is low when,
for example, the engine is the idling driving state, the
booster circuit 120A is controlled to supply electricity at
a low target voltage V* which corresponds to the low en-
gine vibration frequency, and thus the temperature of the
booster circuit 120A and the driving circuits 121A, 121B
of the present invention becomes lower than that of the
booster circuit and the driving circuits in the conventional
technique.
[0116] The selective cylinder operation of the engine
is performed only when a vehicle is running (i.e. when
passengers are on the vehicle). On the other hand, an
engine may be operated without any passengers, and
an air conditioner in a cabin may not be operated in the
idling driving state. Therefore, it is necessary to make
the temperature specification of the components of the
ACM_ECU200A be high. The present invention allows
to lower the temperature specification of the components
of the ACM_ECU200A and thus to reduce the ACM_
ECU200A in size and weight since in the present inven-
tion it is not necessary to wastefully increase the battery
voltage to the target voltage Vmax when controlling to
supply electric power as in the conventional technique.

<Modification of the first embodiment>

[0117] Next, a modification of the first embodiment is
described with reference to Fig. 7. Fig. 7 is a graph for
explaining the modification of the first embodiment. In
Fig. 7, the horizontal axis indicates the drive frequency
fDV [Hz] and the vertical axis indicates a current I, a volt-
age V, and electric power W supplied from the booster
circuit 120A. In Fig. 7, the descriptions of curves and lines
which are assigned the same reference symbols as those
in Fig. 4 are omitted.
[0118] In the first embodiment, the target voltage V* is
continuously set according to the required voltage value
VRq and the drive frequency fDV in the booster circuit

controlling unit 237A, however, an embodiment of the
present invention is not limited to this.
[0119] As shown in Fig. 7, regarding the required volt-
age value VRq which varies continuously according to
the drive frequency fDV, the required voltage value VRq
at the drive frequency f1 may be set as the target voltage
V1* in the lower frequency range RFA, which is a range
below the predetermined drive frequency f1 including the
predetermined drive frequency f1, and the maximum val-
ue of the required voltage value VRq may be set as the
target voltage V2* in the high frequency range RFB, which
is a range over the predetermined drive frequency f1.
[0120] By making the control of the target voltage V*
be the simplified two stage control, the control of the volt-
age controlling unit 250a of the micro computer 250 in
the booster circuit 120A can be simplified, and a follow-
up performance to the required electric power W Rq can
be enhanced compared with the conventional technique.
Even in the simplified control of the target voltage V*, the
electric power W o which is supplied to the booster circuit
120A (indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 7) allows to
reduce wasteful supply of the electric power compared
with the "conventional electric power" (indicated by the
alternate long-short dash line) supplied to the booster
circuit 120A in the low frequency range RFA. In the high
frequency range RFB, the same electric power as the
"conventional electric power" (indicated by the alternate
long-short dash line) is supplied to the booster circuit
120A.

<Second embodiment>

[0121] Next, a second embodiment of the present in-
vention is described with reference to Figs 1, 8 and 9.
Fig. 8 is a functional block diagram showing a configu-
ration of an active vibration isolating support device ac-
cording to the second embodiment.
[0122] A configuration of the active vibration isolating
support device according to the second embodiment is
substantially the same as that of the active vibration iso-
lating support device of the first embodiment except that
the ACM_ECU200B is provided instead of the ACM_
ECU200A in the second embodiment.
[0123] More specifically, the ACM_ECU200B of the
second embodiment includes a driving current calcula-
tion unit (which may also be referred to as "a target cur-
rent waveform setting unit" or "a target current waveform
maximum value detection unit") 236B instead of the driv-
ing current calculation unit 236A and a booster circuit
controlling unit (which may also be referred to as "a target
voltage determining unit", "a difference calculation unit"
or "a target voltage correction unit") 237B instead of the
booster circuit controlling unit 237A. Components which
correspond to those of the first embodiment are assigned
similar reference symbols and the description thereof will
be omitted.
[0124] Similarly to the first embodiment, the driving
current calculation unit 236B generates a target current
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waveform which allows each of the active control mounts
MF, MR to suppress the vibration by cancelling out the
engine vibration in every vibration cycle. The driving cur-
rent calculation unit 236B samples the target current
waveform until the driving current is actually output, ob-
tains an ACM drive target current value for a PWM con-
trol, and outputs the ACM drive target current value to
the driving control units 238A, 238B.
[0125] Furthermore, the driving current calculation unit
236B obtains the maximum values of the target current
waveforms which are generated for the active control
mounts MF , MR, respectively, and inputs the maximum
value of the target current waveforms (i.e. the greater
one of the two maximum values) to the booster circuit
controlling unit 237B as the target current value I*.
[0126] The booster circuit controlling unit 237B in-
cludes a reference maximum target current value data
storing unit 237b and a target voltage value correction
map 237c in addition to the target voltage storing unit
237a as shown in Fig. 8.
[0127] The maximum target current value data storing
unit 237b stores the maximum value (hereinafter referred
to as "a reference maximum target current value") of the
target current waveform corresponding to the drive fre-
quency fDV which is used as a presumption for setting
data of the target voltage V* set according to the drive
frequency fDV in advance. The reference maximum target
current value corresponds to the required current value
IRq which has been explained with reference to Fig. 4 in
the first embodiment.
[0128] The target voltage value correction map 237c
is a map for correcting the target voltage V* in accordance
with the drive frequency fDV and a difference ∆I (see Fig.
9) which is described later. The target voltage value cor-
rection map 237c is configured to receive the target cur-
rent value I* which is input from the driving current cal-
culation unit 236B, to calculate the difference ∆I between
the target current value I* and the reference maximum
target current value at the drive frequency fDV in the
booster circuit controlling unit 237B, and to refer to the
drive frequency fDV and the difference ∆I for calculating
the correction amount of the target voltage V*.
[0129] The target voltage value correction map 237c
is a three dimensional map for calculating the correction
amount of the target voltage V* by using the drive fre-
quency fDV and the difference ∆I as parameters. The cor-
rection amount of the target voltage V* has such a ten-
dency that the correction amount of the target voltage V*
increases in the positive direction as the drive frequency
fDV increases with the negative difference ∆I being con-
stant. In contrast, the correction amount of the target volt-
age V* also has such a tendency that the correction
amount of the target voltage V* increases in the negative
direction as the drive frequency fDV increases with the
positive difference ∆I being constant.
[0130] Next, a method for correcting the target voltage
V* is explained with reference to Figs. 4, 5, 8 and 9. Fig.
9 is a flow chart showing a control process performed to

determine the target voltage V* in the second embodi-
ment.
[0131] In step S01, the vibration state estimating unit
234 (see Fig. 8) estimates an engine vibration state
based on an engine rotation mode determined by the
engine rotation mode determination unit 233 and a crank
pulse interval determined by the crank pulse interval cal-
culation unit 232. More specifically, the vibration state
estimating unit 234 calculates the magnitude of the vi-
bration of the engine and a frequency of the engine vi-
bration, which is a drive frequency fDV for operating the
active control mounts MF, MR to suppress the engine
vibration.
[0132] In step S02 in the case of the idling state, the
all-cylinder operation state, or the selective-cylinder op-
eration state, the phase detecting unit 235 (see Fig. 8)
compares the peak timing of the rotational fluctuation of
the crankshaft and the timing of TDC and calculates the
phase based on the peak-to-peak value of the rotational
fluctuation of the crankshaft and the timing of peak of the
rotational fluctuation from the vibration state estimating
unit 234 and the crank pulse signal and a TDC pulse
signal of each cylinder from the engine ECU 100, and
calculates a phase lag which allows the active control
mounts MF, MR to cancel out the engine vibration wave-
form in every vibration cycle (detection of a phase lag).
[0133] In step S03, the actuator driving controlling unit
236B (see Fig. 8) generates a target current waveform
which allows each of the active control mounts MF, MR
to suppress the vibration by cancelling out the engine
vibration in every vibration cycle (this process may be
referred to as "generating a target current waveform").
[0134] In step S04, the driving current calculation unit
236B obtains the maximum values of the target current
waveforms which are generated for the active control
mounts MF, MR, respectively, and determines the greater
one of the two maximum values of the target current
waveforms as a target current value I* (the process may
be referred to as "determining as a target current value
I* the greater one of the two maximum values of the target
current waveforms for the active control mounts MF, MR).
The driving current calculation unit 236B inputs the de-
termined target current value I* to the booster circuit con-
trolling unit 237B.
[0135] In step S05, the booster circuit controlling unit
237B (see Fig. 8) refers to the drive frequency fDV which
is input from the vibration state estimating unit 234 and
determines the target voltage V* based on data of the
target voltage V* (a curve indicated by V* in Fig. 4) stored
in the target voltage storing unit 237a (the process may
be referred to as "determining the target voltage V* at
the drive frequency fDV").
[0136] In step S06, the booster circuit controlling unit
237B refers to the drive frequency fDV input from the vi-
bration state estimating unit 234 and obtains a reference
maximum target current value based on the data of the
reference maximum target current value (a curve indi-
cated by IRq shown in Fig. 4) which is stored in the ref-
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erence maximum target current value data storing unit
237b (the process may be referred to as "obtaining the
reference maximum target current value at the drive fre-
quency fDV"). In step S07, the booster circuit controlling
unit 237B calculates the difference ∆I = (reference max-
imum target current value)-(target current value I*).
[0137] In step S08, the booster circuit controlling unit
237B determines whether or not the absolute value of
the difference ∆I is equal to or less than a predetermined
threshold value ε. If the absolute value of the difference
∆I is equal to or less than the predetermined threshold
value s (Yes), the processing proceeds to step S10, and
if the absolute value of the difference ∆I is greater than
the predetermined threshold value ε( N o) the processing
proceeds to step S09.
[0138] The threshold value ε here is a threshold value
for determining whether or not the target voltage V* de-
termined in step S05 needs to be corrected.
[0139] Depending on the drive frequency fDV, the
range of the negative difference ∆I that can be absorbed
in the margin of the target voltage V* determined in step
S05 is different. In general, data of the target voltage V*
is set in advance so that the target voltage V* can supply
a current which is greater than the maximum current val-
ue by some margin. As the drive frequency fDV increases,
the counter electromotive voltage also becomes greater.
Therefore, when the negative difference ∆I is assumed
to be constant, it is necessary to correct the target voltage
V* to be greater as the drive frequency fDV increases so
that the booster circuit 120A (see Fig. 8) can supply the
target drive current value I* which is the maximum value
of the target current waveform to the driving circuits
121A , 121B (see Fig. 8). Accordingly, the threshold val-
ue ε is preferably set in accordance with the drive fre-
quency fDV.
[0140] In step S09, the booster circuit controlling unit
237B refers to the drive frequency fDV calculated in step
S01 1 and the difference ∆I calculated in step S07 to
calculate the correction amount of the target voltage V*
based on the target voltage value correction map 237c,
and adds the correction amount to the target voltage V*
to generate a new target voltage V* (a target voltage V*,
this process may be referred to as "correcting the target
voltage V* in accordance with the difference ∆I based on
the target voltage value correction map").
[0141] In step S10, the booster circuit controlling unit
237B outputs the target voltage V* to the booster circuit
120A. As shown in Fig. 5, the target voltage V* is input
to the voltage controlling unit 250a of the micro computer
250 of the booster circuit 120A.
[0142] As described above, the control process for de-
termining the target voltage V* is executed and complet-
ed.
[0143] The process of step S01 of the flowchart for
determining the target voltage value V* in the first em-
bodiment is executed by an "engine vibration state esti-
mating unit" or a "drive frequency determining unit". The
process of step S03 of the flowchart is executed by a

"target current waveform setting unit". The process of
step S04 of the flowchart is executed by a "target current
waveform maximum value detection unit". The process
of steps S06, S07 of the flowchart is executed by a "dif-
ference calculation unit". The process of steps S08, S09
of the flowchart is executed by a "target voltage correction
unit".
[0144] In accordance with the second embodiment,
even when the target current value I *, which is the max-
imum value of the target current waveform for suppress-
ing the actual engine vibration is more than the reference
maximum target current value by the threshold value ε,
the target voltage V* is corrected to be increased in ac-
cordance with the negative difference ∆I and the drive
frequency fDV, which allows to enhance the responsive-
ness of the driving units 41, 41 (see Fig. 1). If the target
current value I*, which is the maximum value of the target
current waveform for suppressing the actual engine vi-
bration, is less than the reference maximum target cur-
rent value by the threshold value ε, the target voltage V*
is corrected to be decreased according to the positive
difference ∆I and the drive frequency fDV, which allows
to reduce the electric power wastefully consumed by the
booster circuit 120A and the driving circuits 121A, 121B
vainly generating heat.
[0145] The active vibration isolating support device ac-
cording to the second embodiment can flexibly respond
to a case where the reference maximum target current
value, which is the required current value IRq assumed
when setting the target voltage V* corresponding to the
drive frequency fDV, is less than the maximum value of
the target current waveform for suppressing the actual
engine vibration calculated in the driving current calcu-
lation unit 236B when the engine vibration characteristic
is changed by changing a fuel used for the engine (e.g.
from regular gasoline to premium) due to a user’s reason
or when the engine vibration characteristic is changed
across the ages, whereby the responsiveness of the driv-
ing units 41, 41 can be kept to be the original target level.
[0146] In the second embodiment, the target voltage
V* is corrected to be decreased when the positive differ-
ence ∆I is more than the threshold value ε set according
to the drive frequency fDV, however, an embodiment of
the present invention is not limited to this, and when the
positive difference ∆I is more than the threshold value ε
set according to the drive frequency fDV the target voltage
V* may be determined without correcting the target volt-
age V*.
[0147] Furthermore, in the second embodiment, the
booster circuit controlling unit 237B includes the target
voltage storing unit 237a, the reference maximum target
current value data storing unit 237b and the target voltage
value correction map 237c. The booster circuit controlling
unit 237B firstly determines the target voltage V* accord-
ing to the drive frequency fDV, and secondly determines
the target voltage V* by correcting the target voltage V*
based on the difference ∆I between the reference max-
imum target current value according to the drive frequen-
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cy fDV stored in the reference maximum target current
value data storing unit 237b and the target current value
I* input from the driving current calculation unit 236B.
However, an embodiment of the present invention is not
limited to this.
[0148] The target voltage storing unit 237a of the
booster circuit controlling unit 237B may store a function
or a map which obtains the target voltage V* by using
the drive frequency fDV and the target current value I* as
parameters. In this case, the reference maximum target
current value data storing unit 237b and the target voltage
value correction map 237c do not need to be provided.
[0149] In this case, the booster circuit controlling unit
237B can determine the target voltage V* based on the
function or the map of the target voltage V* stored in the
target voltage storing unit 237a with reference to the drive
frequency fDV and the set target current value I*. For ex-
ample, even if the magnitude of an actual engine vibration
is greater than that in a corresponding vibration frequen-
cy range assumed when designing, the ACM_ECU 200B
detects the maximum target current value I* of the target
current waveform required to drive the actuator based
on the estimated engine vibration state, and the higher
target voltage V* is input to the booster circuit 120A. Thus,
the responsiveness of the actuator including the solenoid
in the active vibration isolating support device can be
further enhanced. On the other hand, if the magnitude of
the engine vibration is smaller than that assumed in a
corresponding vibration frequency range when design-
ing, the ACM_ECU 200B detects the maximum target
current value I* of the target current waveform required
to drive the actuator based on the estimated engine vi-
bration state, and the lower target voltage V* is input to
the booster circuit 120A. As a result, electric power
wastefully consumed by the driving circuits 121A, 121B
and the booster circuits 120A, 120B can be reduced.

<Third embodiment>

[0150] Next, the third embodiment is described with
reference to Fig. 10. Fig. 10 is a functional block diagram
which shows a configuration of the active vibration iso-
lating support device according to the third embodiment.
[0151] The configuration of the active vibration isolat-
ing support device according to the third embodiment is
the same as that of the active vibration isolating support
device of the first embodiment except that the ACM_
ECU200C is provided instead of the ACM_ECU200A in
the third embodiment.
[0152] More specifically, the ACM_ECU (control unit)
200C includes the ECU power supply circuit 200a (shown
as the "ECU power supply 200a" in Fig. 10), the micro
computer 200b, a ROM (not shown), an interface circuit
for receiving signals from the engine ECU (engine control
device) 100, various interface circuits such as the CAN
communication unit 200c, the booster circuit 120B, the
driving circuits 121A, 121B and the current sensors 123A,
123B. The ACM_ECU200C is arranged in a vehicle com-

partment, and heat emitted from the booster circuit 120A
and the driving circuits 121A, 121B is treated by an air
conditioner which controls a vehicle temperature.
[0153] Function of each functional block of the ACM_
ECU200C is realized by the micro computer 200b exe-
cuting programs stored in the ROM (not shown). More
specifically, the ACM_ECU200C includes the CAN com-
munication controlling unit 231, the crank pulse interval
calculation unit 232, the engine rotation mode determi-
nation unit 233, the vibration state estimating unit 234,
the phase detecting unit 235, the driving current calcu-
lation unit 236A, the driving control units 238A , 2388 and
the booster circuit controlling unit 239. In other words,
the ACM_ECU200C additionally includes the booster cir-
cuit controlling unit 239 and omits the booster circuit con-
trolling unit 237A, which is included in the ACM_
ECU200A. The components corresponding to those of
the first embodiment are assigned similar reference sym-
bols and the description thereof will be omitted.
[0154] The CAN communication controlling unit 231
outputs a signal indicating the engine rotation speed Ne
and the accelerator position signal SAC to the engine ro-
tation mode determination unit 233, and also outputs an
engine idling signal IFLId to the booster circuit controlling
unit 239.
[0155] The booster circuit controlling unit 239 sets a
voltage-boosting permission signal to be transmitted to
the booster circuit 120B to be OFF when the booster
circuit controlling unit 239 receives the engine idling sig-
nal IFLId from the CAN communication controlling unit
231. In contrast, the booster circuit controlling unit 239
sets the voltage-boosting permission signal to be output
to the booster circuit 120B to be ON when the booster
circuit controlling unit 239 does not receive the engine
idling signal IFLId from the CAN communication control-
ling unit 231.
[0156] The DC electricity supplied from the battery B
(see Fig. 3) or the alternator is supplied to the booster
circuit 120B when the ACM power switch 112 is ON. The
booster circuit 120B is comprised, for example, of a step-
up chopper circuit and includes, as commonly known, a
reactor L, a switching element 253, a diode D, a con-
denser C, a current sensor, a circuit element such as a
voltage sensor for detecting the voltage of the condenser,
a voltage controlling unit, an electricity controlling unit
and a PWM control unit (these components are not
shown).
[0157] When the PWM controlling unit receives the
voltage-boosting permission signal which is set to be ON
from the booster circuit controlling unit 239, the PWM
controlling unit increases a battery voltage to be a pre-
determined voltage, for example, 24V and is controlled
by the voltage controlling unit and the electricity control-
ling unit to supply the DC electricity whose voltage is
boosted to the driving circuits 121A, 121B so that the
electric power of the sum of the AMC driving target cur-
rent values output from the driving control units 23 8A,
238B can be supplied.
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[0158] When the voltage-boosting permission signal
which is set to be ON is not input to the PWM controlling
unit from the booster circuit controlling unit 239 (OFF),
the booster circuit 120B supplies the battery voltage to
the driving circuits 121A, 121B without boosting the bat-
tery voltage.
[0159] Next, a control process performed by the boost-
er circuit controlling unit 239 to permit the booster circuit
120B to boost the battery voltage or to prohibit the booster
circuit 120B from boosting the battery voltage is de-
scribed with reference to Fig. 11.
[0160] Fig. 11 is a flow chart showing the control proc-
ess performed by the ACM_ECU to permit the booster
circuit to boost the battery voltage or to prohibit the boost-
er circuit from boosting the battery voltage. As shown in
Fig. 11, in step S21, the booster circuit controlling unit
239 checks whether or not the ACM_ECU200C starts to
receive data from the engine ECU 100 through the CAN
communication controlling unit 231 by the CAN commu-
nication after the IG - SW113 is operated and the power
source is turned on. If the booster circuit controlling unit
239 determines that the data reception by the CAN com-
munication is started after the power source is turned on
(Yes), the processing proceeds to step S22. If the booster
circuit controlling unit 239 determines that the data re-
ception by the CAN communication is not started (No),
the processing proceeds to step S25.
[0161] In step S22, the booster circuit controlling unit
239 determines via the CAN communication controlling
unit 231 whether or not a CAN communication error flag
is set (i.e. whether or not there is a CAN error). If there
is not any CAN error (No), the processing proceeds to
step S23. If there is a CAN error (Yes), the processing
proceeds to step S25.
[0162] In step S23, the booster circuit controlling unit
239 determines whether or not the booster circuit con-
trolling unit 239 receives the engine idling signal IFLId. If
the booster circuit controlling unit 239 receives the engine
idling signal IFLId(Yes), the processing proceeds to step
S24. If the booster circuit controlling unit 239 does not
receive the engine idling signal IFLId(No), the processing
proceeds to step S25.
[0163] In step S24, it is prohibited to boost the battery
voltage. In other words, the voltage-boosting permission
signal to be output to the booster circuit 120B is set to
be OFF. Then, a series of control processes is completed,
and the control process is repeated from step S21.
[0164] In step S25, it is permitted to boost the battery
voltage. In other words, the voltage-boosting permission
signal to be output to the booster circuit120B is set to be
ON. Then, a series of control processes is completed,
and the control process is repeated from step S21.
[0165] As described above, even if the ACM_ECU200
is configured to boost the battery voltage by the booster
circuit 120B to be, for example, 24V and to supply the
boosted voltage to the driving circuits 121A, 121B, the
engine ECU 100 detects the idling driving state and sends
the engine idling signal EFLId to the ACM_ECU200C

through the CAN communication line 103, and the boost-
er circuit controlling unit 239 of the ACM_ECU200C sets
the voltage-boosting permission signal which is output
to the booster circuit 120B to be OFF when the booster
circuit controlling unit 239 receives the engine idling sig-
nal IFLId in the idling driving state where passengers may
not be on a vehicle. In short, the booster circuit 120B
supplies the electric power at the battery voltage to the
driving circuits 121A, 121B without boosting the battery
voltage to be 24V in the idling driving state.
[0166] As a result, the heat dissipation from the ACM_
ECU200C, especially from the booster circuit 120B, the
driving circuits 121A, 121B is reduced.
[0167] In the third embodiment, the vibration state es-
timating unit 234 does not need to obtain (calculate) the
changing state of frequencies of the engine vibration
when determining whether or not the engine vibration
state is equal to or less than a predetermined frequency.
For example, it is possible to easily determine that the
engine is at the engine vibration frequency of the idling
driving state by configuring in such a manner that the
engine ECU 100 sends the engine idling signal IFLId and
the ACM_ECU200C receives the engine idling signal
IFLId, whereby the control can be simplified.
[0168] The selective cylinder operation of the engine
is performed only when a vehicle is running (i.e. when
passengers are on the vehicle). On the other hand, an
engine may be operated without any passengers and an
air conditioner in a cabin may not be operated in the idling
driving state. Therefore, it is necessary to make the tem-
perature specification of the components of the ACM_
ECU200C be high. The present invention allows to lower
the temperature specification of the components of the
ACM_ECU200C and thus to reduce the ACM_ECU200C
in size and weight since in the present invention it is not
necessary to wastefully boost the battery voltage to the
target voltage Vmax as in the conventional technique
when controlling to supply electric power.

<Fourth embodiment>

[0169] Next, the fourth embodiment is described with
reference to Figs. 5 and 12.
[0170] Fig. 12 is a functional block diagram showing a
configuration of an active vibration isolating support de-
vice according to the fourth embodiment. The active vi-
bration isolating support device according to the fourth
embodiment is a combination of the first embodiment and
the third embodiment. A configuration of the active vibra-
tion isolating support device in the fourth embodiment is
the same as that of the active vibration isolating support
device in the first embodiment except that the ACM_
ECU200D is provided in the fourth embodiment instead
of the ACM_ECU200A.
[0171] More specifically, the ACM_ECU (control unit)
200D includes the ECU power supply circuit 200a (re-
ferred to as "ECU power supply 200a" in Fig. 12), the
micro computer 200b, a ROM(not shown), the interface
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circuit for receiving signals from the engine ECU (engine
control device)100, various interface circuits such as the
CAN communication unit 200c, the booster circuit 120A,
the driving circuits 121A, 121B and the current sensors
123A, 123B.
[0172] The ACM_ECU200D is arranged in a vehicle
compartment, and heat emitted from the booster circuit
120A and the driving circuits 121A, 121B is treated by
an air conditioner which controls a vehicle temperature.
[0173] Function of each functional block of the ACM_
ECU200D is realized by the micro computer 200b exe-
cuting programs stored in the ROM (not shown). More
specifically, the ACM_ECU200D includes the CAN com-
munication controlling unit 231, the crank pulse interval
calculation unit 232, the engine rotation mode determi-
nation unit 233, the vibration state estimating unit 234,
the phase detecting unit 235, the driving current calcu-
lation unit 236A, the driving control units 238A , 238B,
the booster circuit controlling unit (which may also be
referred to as a target voltage determining unit) 237A and
the booster circuit controlling unit 239. In short, the ACM_
ECU200D is configured by adding the booster circuit con-
trolling unit 239 to the ACM_ECU 200A of the first em-
bodiment. Components of the fourth embodiment corre-
sponding to those of the first embodiment are assigned
similar reference numerals, and the description thereof
will be omitted.
[0174] The CAN communication controlling unit 231
outputs a signal indicating the engine rotation speed Ne
or the accelerator position signal SAC to the engine rota-
tion mode determination unit 233 and also outputs the
engine idling signal IFLId to the booster circuit controlling
unit 239.
[0175] The booster circuit controlling unit 239 sets the
voltage-boosting permission signal to be output to the
booster circuit 120A to be OFF when the booster circuit
controlling unit 239 receives the engine idling signal IFLId
from the CAN communication controlling unit 231. The
booster circuit controlling unit 239 sets the voltage-boost-
ing permission signal to be output to the booster circuit
120A to be ON when the booster circuit controlling unit
239 does not receive the engine idling signal IFLId from
the CAN communication controlling unit 231.
[0176] The DC electricity from the battery B (see Fig.
3) or the alternator is supplied to the booster circuit 120A
when the ACM power switch 112 is ON.
[0177] Similarly to the first embodiment, the PWM con-
trolling unit 250c (see Fig. 5) of the booster circuit 120A
generates a duty signal based on the duty ratio input from
the current control unit 250b when the voltage-boosting
permission signal which is set to be ON is input to the
PWM controlling unit 250c from the booster circuit con-
trolling unit 239 (shown in a dashed line), and outputs
the duty signal to the gate driving circuit 251. In other
words, the PWM controlling unit 250c is controlled by the
voltage controlling unit 250a and the current control unit
250b to boost the battery voltage to the target voltage V*
which is input to the voltage controlling unit 250a from

the booster circuit controlling unit 237A. The PWM con-
trolling unit 250c then supplies a DC electricity of which
voltage is boosted to the driving circuits 121A, 121B so
that the driving circuits 121A, 121B can supply the sum
of the AMC driving target current values input from the
driving control units 238A, 238B. When the voltage-
boosting permission signal which is set to be ON is not
input to the PWM controlling unit 250c from the booster
circuit controlling unit 239(OFF), the booster circuit 120A
supplies the battery voltage to the driving circuit121A,
121B without boosting the battery voltage.
[0178] As described above, it is possible to reduce the
electric power which is consumed by the booster circuit
120A or the driving circuits 121A, 121B wastefully gen-
erating heat in a low drive frequency fDV range in the
combination of the first embodiment and the third em-
bodiment. The heat emitted from the ACM_ECU200D,
especially from the booster circuit 120A or the driving
circuits 121A, 121B is reduced.
[0179] Furthermore, in the idling driving state of the
engine, the booster circuit 120A is controlled to supply
electricity at the battery voltage or a voltage generated
by the alternator, and thus, the temperature of the booster
circuit 120A or the driving circuits 121A, 121B becomes
lower than that of the booster circuit or the driving circuits
in a conventional technique.
[0180] The selective cylinder operation of the engine
is performed only when a vehicle is running (i.e. when
passengers are on the vehicle). On the other hand, an
engine may be operated without any passengers and an
air conditioner in a cabin may not be operated in the idling
driving state. Therefore, it is necessary to make the tem-
perature specification of the components of the ACM_
ECU200D be high. The present invention allows to lower
the temperature specification of the components of the
ACM_ECU200D and thus to reduce the ACM_ECU200D
in size and weight since in the present invention it is not
necessary to wastefully boost the battery voltage to the
target voltage Vmax as in the conventional technique
when controlling to supply electric power.

<Fifth embodiment>

[0181] Next, a fifth embodiment is described with ref-
erence to Figs. 5 and 13. Fig. 13 is a functional block
diagram showing a configuration of the active vibration
isolating support device according to the fifth embodi-
ment. The active vibration isolating support device ac-
cording to the fifth embodiment is a combination of the
second embodiment and the third embodiment. A con-
figuration of the active vibration isolating support device
according to the fifth embodiment is the same as that of
the active vibration isolating support device according to
the second embodiment except that the active vibration
isolating support device of the fifth embodiment includes
an ACM_ECU200E instead of the ACM_ECU200B.
[0182] More specifically, the ACM_ECU (control unit)
200E includes the ECU power supply circuit 200a (re-
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ferred to as "ECU power supply 200a" in Fig. 13), the
micro computer 200b, the ROM (not shown), an interface
circuit for receiving signals from the engine ECU (engine
control device) 100, various interface circuits such as the
CAN communication unit 200c, the booster circuit 120A,
the driving circuits 121A, 121B and the current sensors
123A, 123B. The ACM_ECU200D is arranged in a vehi-
cle compartment, and heat emitted from the booster cir-
cuit 120A and the driving circuits 121A, 121B is treated
by an air conditioner which controls a vehicle tempera-
ture.
[0183] Function of each functional block of the ACM_
ECU200E is realized by the micro computer 200b exe-
cuting programs stored in the ROM (not shown). More
specifically, the ACM_ECU200E includes the CAN com-
munication controlling unit 231, the crank pulse interval
calculation unit 232, the engine rotation mode determi-
nation unit 233, the vibration state estimating unit 234,
the phase detecting unit 235, the driving current calcu-
lation unit (which may also be referred to as "a target
current waveform setting unit", or "a target current wave-
form maximum value detection unit") 236B, the driving
control units 238A , 238B, the booster circuit controlling
unit (which may also be referred to as the target voltage
determining unit, the difference calculation unit, the target
voltage correction unit) 237B and the booster circuit con-
trolling unit 239. In short, the ACM_ECU200E is config-
ured by adding the booster circuit controlling unit 239 to
the second embodiment. Components corresponding to
those of the second embodiment are assigned similar
reference numerals, and the description thereof will be
omitted.
[0184] The CAN communication controlling unit 231
outputs a signal indicating the engine rotation speed Ne
and the accelerator position signal SAC to the engine ro-
tation mode determination unit 233, and also outputs the
engine idling signal IFLId to the booster circuit controlling
unit 239.
[0185] When the booster circuit controlling unit 239 re-
ceives the engine idling signal IFLId from the CAN com-
munication controlling unit 231, the booster circuit con-
trolling unit 239 sets the voltage-boosting permission sig-
nal to be output to the booster circuit 120A to be OFF. In
contrast, when the booster circuit controlling unit 239
does not receive the engine idling signal IFLId from the
CAN communication controlling unit 231, the booster cir-
cuit controlling unit 239 sets the voltage-boosting per-
mission signal to be output to the booster circuit 120A to
be ON.
[0186] The DC electricity from the battery B or the al-
ternator is supplied to the booster circuit 120A when the
ACM power switch 112 is ON. Similarly to the second
embodiment, the PWM controlling unit 250c (see Fig. 5)
of the booster circuit 120A generates a duty signal based
on the duty ratio input from the current control unit 250b
when the voltage-boosting permission signal which is set
to be ON is input to the PWM controlling unit 250c from
the booster circuit controlling unit 239 (shown in a dashed

line), and outputs the duty signal to the gate driving circuit
251. In other words, the PWM controlling unit 250c is
controlled by the voltage controlling unit 250a and the
current control unit 250b to boost the battery voltage to
the target voltage value V * which is input to the voltage
controlling unit 250a from the booster circuit controlling
unit 237B. The PWM controlling unit 250c then supplies
a DC electricity of which voltage is boosted to the driving
circuits 121A , 121B so that the driving circuits 121A,
121B can supply the sum of the AMC driving target cur-
rent values input from the driving control units 238A,
238B.
[0187] As described above, it is possible to reduce the
electric power which is consumed by the booster circuit
120A or the driving circuits 121A, 121B wastefully gen-
erating heat in a low drive frequency fDV range in the
combination of the second embodiment and the third em-
bodiment.
[0188] Furthermore, in the idling driving state of the
engine, the booster circuit 120A is controlled to supply
electricity at the battery voltage or a voltage generated
by the alternator, and thus, the temperature of the booster
circuit 120A or the driving circuits 121A, 121B becomes
lower than that of the booster circuit or the driving circuits
in a conventional technique.
[0189] The selective cylinder operation of the engine
is performed only when a vehicle is running (i.e. when
passengers are on the vehicle). On the other hand, an
engine may be operated without any passengers and an
air conditioner in a cabin may not be operated in the idling
driving state. Therefore, it is necessary to make the tem-
perature specification of the components of the ACM_
ECU200E be high. The present invention allows to lower
the temperature specification of the components of the
ACM_ECU200E and thus to reduce the ACM_ECU200E
in size and weight since in the present invention it is not
necessary to wastefully boost the battery voltage to the
target voltage Vmax as in the conventional technique
when controlling to supply electric power.
[0190] In accordance with the present invention, a so-
lenoid driving device with excellent electric power effi-
ciency which controls an actuator by using a solenoid,
and an active vibration isolating support device with ex-
cellent electric power efficiency including the solenoid
driving device can be provided. An active vibration iso-
lating support device which solves the heat radiation
problem at the time of an idling driving state of an ACM
controlling ECU which boosts the battery voltage and
supplies an electric power to an actuator can also be
provided.

<Modification of the third to fifth embodiments>

[0191] In the third to fifth embodiment, the engine ECU
100 transmits the engine idling signal IFLId to the ACM_
ECUs 200C, 200D, 200E through the CAN communica-
tion line 103, and the ACM_ECUs 200C , 200D , 200E
receive the engine idling signal IFLId by the CAN com-
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munication controlling unit 231 and determines whether
or not the ACM_ECUs 200C , 200D , 200E receive the
engine idling signal IFLId by the booster circuit controlling
unit 239 and sets the voltage-boosting permission signal
to be ON or OFF which is to be transmitted to the booster
circuit 120B or the booster circuit 120A. However, an
embodiment of the present invention is not limited to this,
and modifications of the third to fifth embodiments are
described below.

<First Modification>

[0192] In a first modification of the third to fifth embod-
iments, the vibration state estimating unit 234 may de-
termines whether or not the engine vibration frequency
is equal to or less than a predetermined frequency (i.e.
determining whether or not the engine vibration frequen-
cy is that of the idling driving state) based on an obtained
engine vibration cycle, and may set the voltage-boosting
permission signal to be OFF which is to be output to the
booster circuit 120B or the booster circuit 120A via the
booster circuit controlling unit 239 when the engine vi-
bration frequency is equal to or less than the predeter-
mined frequency.

<Second Modification>

[0193] In a second modification of the third to fifth em-
bodiment, the CAN communication controlling unit 231
receives the accelerator position signal SAC which indi-
cates the step-in amount of the accelerator pedal and a
signal indicating the engine rotation speed Ne from the
engine control ECU 100 and outputs the signals to the
engine rotation mode determination unit 233. The engine
rotation mode determination unit 233 determines wheth-
er or not the accelerator is stepped in based on the po-
sition signal SAC to determine the engine is at the idling
driving state, and then the engine idling signal IFLId is
output to the booster circuit controlling unit 239.

<Third modification>

[0194] Further, in a third modification of the third to fifth
embodiments, the CAN communication controlling unit
231 receives a signal indicating the engine rotation speed
Ne from the engine control ECU 100, and outputs the
signal to the engine rotation mode determination unit 233.
The engine rotation mode determination unit 233 deter-
mines that the engine is in the idling driving state and
outputs the engine idling signal IFLId to the booster circuit
controlling unit 239 when the engine rotation speed Ne
is in a predetermined idling range of the engine rotation
speed.

<Industrial Applicability>

[0195] In the embodiments and the modifications of
the embodiments, the solenoid driving device according

to the invention is described in a case where the solenoid
driving device according to the invention is applied to the
active vibration isolating support device, however, the
application of the present invention is not limited to this.
The present invention can be generally applied to any
solenoid driving device which extends or contracts an
actuator by controlling the solenoid, and allows the effi-
cient use of the electric power for driving an actuator in
any solenoid driving device.
[0196] The embodiment according to the present in-
vention has been explained as aforementioned. Howev-
er, the embodiment of the present invention is not limited
to those explanations, and those skilled in the art ascer-
tain the essential characteristics of the present invention
and can make the various modifications and variations
to the present invention to adapt it to various usages and
conditions without departing from the spirit and scope of
the claims.
[0197] A solenoid driving device with excellent electric
power efficiency which drives and controls an actuator
including a solenoid and an active vibration isolating sup-
port device with excellent electric power efficiency which
includes the solenoid driving device are disclosed. The
solenoid driving device includes a booster circuit 120
which boosts a battery voltage, and driving circuits 121A,
121B which an actuator with the electric power supplied
and boosted by the booster circuit 120. ACM_ECU200A
including a micro computer 200b calculates the magni-
tude of the vibration of the engine, an engine vibration
cycle and a phase lag to obtain the drive frequency fDV
of the actuator in the vibration state estimating unit 234
and the phase detecting unit 235. A booster circuit con-
trolling unit 237 of the micro computer 200b determines
the target voltage V * based on the drive frequency fDV.
The target voltage V * is input to the booster circuit 120,
and the booster circuit120 supplies the required electric
power to the driving circuits 121A, 121B at the target
voltage V*.

Claims

1. A solenoid driving device comprising:

a booster circuit which boosts a source voltage
when supplying electric power;

a driving circuit which drives and controls
an actuator including a solenoid by supply-
ing the actuator with the electric power
which is boosted and supplied by the boost-
er circuit;
a drive frequency determining unit which
determines a drive frequency at which the
actuator is driven based on drive request
information for driving the actuator;
a target voltage determining unit which de-
termines on the basis of the determined
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drive frequency a target voltage value to
which the source voltage is boosted and at
which the electric power is supplied to the
solenoid; wherein
the determined target voltage value is input
to the booster circuit, and the booster circuit
supplies the driving circuit with the electric
power required to drive the solenoid at the
target voltage value.

2. The solenoid driving device according to Claim 1,
further comprising:

a target boosted voltage storing unit which
stores in advance the target voltage value to
which the source voltage is boosted when sup-
plying the electric power to the solenoid and
which is associated with the drive frequency at
which the actuator is driven, and
the target voltage determining unit which refers
to the determined drive frequency to obtain the
target voltage value which is associated with the
determined drive frequency and is stored in the
target boosted voltage storing unit.

3. An active vibration isolating support device which
uses the solenoid driving device according to Claim
1 to support an engine in a vehicle body and com-
prises a control unit which estimates a vibration state
of the engine based on a signal output from a sensor
which detects a rotational fluctuation of the engine
and drives to expand or contract the actuator includ-
ing the solenoid to suppress transmission of vibra-
tion, the control unit including:

an engine vibration state estimating unit which
estimates the vibration state of the engine;
the drive frequency determining unit; and
the target voltage determining unit, wherein
the drive frequency determining unit determines
the drive frequency at which the actuator is driv-
en based on the vibration state of the engine
which is the drive request information.

4. The active vibration isolating support device accord-
ing to Claim 3 which uses the solenoid driving device
according to Claim 2 to support the engine in the
vehicle body and comprises the control unit which
estimates the vibration state of the engine based on
the signal output from the sensor which detects the
rotational fluctuation of the engine and drives to ex-
pand or contract the actuator including the solenoid
to suppress the transmission of vibration, the control
unit including:

the drive frequency determining unit which de-
termines the drive frequency at which the actu-
ator is driven based on the estimated vibration

state of the engine which is the drive request
information;
the target boosted voltage storing unit which
stores, as the target voltage value, a voltage re-
quired to be supplied to the solenoid in associ-
ation with the drive frequency at which the ac-
tuator is driven and stores a reference maximum
target current value which is assumed when set-
ting the target voltage value;
the target voltage determining unit which refers
to the determined drive frequency to obtain and
determine the target voltage value and the ref-
erence maximum target current value stored in
the target boosted voltage storing unit;
a target current waveform setting unit which sets
a target current waveform which is required to
drive the actuator based on the estimated vibra-
tion state of the engine;
a target current waveform maximum value de-
tection unit which detects the maximum target
current value of the set target current waveform;
a difference calculation unit which calculates the
difference between the detected maximum tar-
get current value and the obtained reference
maximum target current value; and
a target voltage correction unit which corrects
the target voltage value which has been deter-
mined by the target voltage determining unit in
accordance with the calculated difference if the
detected maximum target current value is equal
to or greater than the reference maximum target
current value at least by a predetermined value,
wherein the target voltage value which has been
corrected by the target voltage correction unit is
input to the booster circuit as necessary.

5. An active vibration isolating support device which
uses the solenoid driving device according to Claim
2 to support an engine in a vehicle body and com-
prises a control unit which estimates a vibration state
of the engine based on a signal output from a sensor
which detects a rotational fluctuation of the engine
and drives to expand or contract the actuator with
the solenoid to suppress transmission of vibration,
the control unit including:

the booster circuit which boosts a battery voltage
which is the source voltage;
the driving circuit which drives and controls the
actuator by supplying the actuator including the
solenoid with the electric power boosted and
supplied by the booster circuit;
the engine vibration state estimating unit which
estimates the vibration state of the engine;
the drive frequency determining unit which de-
termines the drive frequency at which the actu-
ator is driven on the basis of the estimated vi-
bration state of the engine which is the drive re-
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quest information;
a target current waveform setting unit which sets
a target current waveform at which the actuator
is driven based on the estimated vibration state
of the engine;
a target current waveform maximum value de-
tection unit which detects the maximum target
current value of the set target current waveform;
the target boosted voltage storing unit which
stores, as a function or a map of the target volt-
age value, a voltage required to be supplied to
the solenoid, the function or the map using the
drive frequency at which the actuator is driven
and the maximum target current value of the tar-
get current waveform as parameters;
the target voltage determining unit which refers
to the set determined drive frequency and the
detected maximum target current value of the
target current waveform to determine the target
voltage value based on the function of the map
of the target voltage value stored in the target
boosted voltage storing unit, wherein
the determined target voltage value is input to
the booster circuit, and the booster circuit sup-
plies the driving circuit with the electric power
required to drive the solenoid.

6. An active vibration isolating support device which
uses the solenoid driving device according to Claim
2 to support an engine in a vehicle body and com-
prises a control unit which estimates a vibration state
of the engine based on a signal output from a sensor
which detects a rotational fluctuation of the engine
and drives to expand or contract the actuator with
the solenoid to suppress transmission of vibration,
the control unit including:

a booster circuit control unit which outputs a
boost stop signal to the booster circuit, wherein
when the control unit determines that the esti-
mated vibration state of the engine is equal to
or less than a predetermined frequency, the con-
trol unit causes the booster circuit control unit to
output the boost stop signal to stop the boosting
circuit from boosting the battery voltage which
is the power supply voltage and controls the
booster circuit to supply the battery voltage with-
out boosting the battery voltage.
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